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Abstract. The paper presents the results of experimental researches of 

siphon outlets, which are used at large machine canals. It has been justified 

that siphon water outlets of the pumping stations operate in different 

conditions that siphon spillways at hydroelectric power plants and the mode 

of their operation have a significant impact on the operation of the pump. In 

terms proposed by us, the siphon has a constant width, equal to the diameter 

of the pipeline. The siphon length is reduced by 4.5 m. The height of the 

ridge is reduced so that the cross- sectional area remains equal to cross – 

sectional area of the pipeline. The descending brunch is made with the same 

slope m= 1.6, the cone angle of the diffuser is a= - 60 . The bottom of the 

outlet section of the siphon is raised  by 2.5 m against the previous mark, the 

ceiling is deepened below the minimum water level by 1.0 m., and then 

smoothly turns up and  out for 0,5m below the minimum headwater level of 

the upstream. The proposed version of the siphon when testing on the model 

was fully included at the maximum flow rate Q=18 m3/s. at a water 

temperature of 220 C.  

1 The research goal 

As it is known, the main irrigated areas of Uzbekistan are located above the level of 

watercourse and therefore they are irrigated by machine lift canals. The water industry of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan is a complex complex of irrigation and drainage systems, 

serving about 4.3 million hectares of irrigated land, including more than 180 thousand km 

of canal network, 140 thousand km of collector-drainage network, about 160 thousand 

structures, of which over 800 large, 1588 pumping stations with an annual capacity of 8.2 

billion kW, 55 reservoirs with a total capacity of 19.8 billion m3 and more than 4,100 wells 

[1,2]. The conversion of electrical energy to hydraulic energy is carried out by pumping 

stations of various capacities. When ensuring efficient operation of the pumping stations, 

special designs are used which allow to save energy consumption an increase the 
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productivity of each pump unit.Water outlet siphons belong to such engineering structures 

[3,4]. The implementation of the above- mentioned task is the main purpose of this work. 

2 The research methodology 

The analysis of the existing designs  of siphon outflow structures of pumping stations of 

various capacities changing their designs in order to increase their efficiency and 

developing new designs of outlet discharge siphon structures of pumping stations. 

3 Results of the research and discussion 

Designs of vacuum breakdown valves(VBV) should provide energy-saving and reliable 

operating methods at the working ranges of the water level of the upstream [WLU] –[5-8]. 

The most perfect are hydraulic vacuum breaking devices(HVBD). They have no moving 

parts, they do not need maintenance. However, for large ranges of WLU, the speed of the 

reverse flow of water reaches significant values, sufficient for water suction into the  

pipeline. Such phenomenon is very dangerous. 

The reduce the effect of the VBV on the siphon characteristic new designs have been 

developed[Fig.1].  

 

 

 
Fig 1. Scheme of HVBD design of KMK and SANIIPI.1. Rising siphon branch; 2- airduct pipe 3. 

Speed tube 4. Valve plungers 
Siphon water outlets with HVBD are applied at Karshinsky  [KMK], Sherabad and other 

canals [9,10,11]. 

Air pipe [a,p] is mounted at the end of the pressure pipe below the vacuum zone by the 

value of the velocity  head in cross section, where it is installed. The size of the cross 

section of air pipe[A.P] is taken 7-8% of the size of the cross section of the pressure pipe. 

When stopping with a delayed opening of the HVBD pulsating loads, the levels of 

vibration and stresses in the pump elements exceed the corresponding characteristics in the 

operating modes by 5-10 times which increases the risk of the unit failure. 

Reducing the pressure pulsation of the unit was achieved through the use of a 

fundamentally new hydraulic intensifier , made in the form of a vacuum tank(FVT), in the 

installed on the siphon rising branch and applied to the “Abai” pumping station[PS] [Fig.2].  
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Fig.2. siphon outlet of the pumping station with a vacuum tank. 

  

Tests of OP 10-185, OP-260 pumps, conducted with the participation of the authors 

showed that the change in pressure pulsations during the shutdown process has the same 

character at Sherabad pumping station(P.S) and pumping station – 1-KMK. 

In the stop mode of the pump unit, Special attention was paid to the beginning of the 

HVBD operation and the duration of the turbine mode. After turning  the pump unit (PU), 

the reduction of the pump impeller(PI) speed begins, the pressure in the discharge pipe and 

in the PI chamber of the pipe, the speed of water movement in the forward direction, at the 

12
th

 second, the movement of water in the discharge pipe stops, after which the water 

begins to move in the opposite direction  in the pipe, then at 18-20 seconds, the PI of the 

pumps stops and already at the 32-nd second, the pump picks up speed to 200 r.p.m. To this 

moment the volume of water in the pipeline turns out almost worked out and the pressure 

does not exceed  6-8 minutes. In about 1-2 minutes the PI of the pump completely 

stops(Fig.3). This moment corresponds to the drop up to zero value of all parameters in the 

NA unit: the pressure at the PI pump pressure, power supply, vacuum in the siphon 

neck[12-14].    

 
Fig.3. Graphics of changes in the parameters in the throat of the siphon in the process of pump 

stopping. 

1- turns of a pump unit;  2-pressure in the pipeline ; 3- pressure in the siphon; 3a also according to 

the calculation;4-static vacuum; 5- dynamic vacuum;6-water level[WL] in the throat of the siphon 
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All these data are interesting because is the help of them we can trace the effect of 

varies designs of the VBV and HVBD as the siphon outlets of the pumping stations on the 

flow of the transient processes during the start up, shutdown of the units and charging of the 

siphon outlet. 

At the pumping stations (PS) “Sherabad” and KMK, the duration of the break pump 

made for OP-10 pumps with a diameters of 185 and 200 cm ranges from 14 to 19s.  

To the nature and quantitative  characteristics of hydraulic shock with discontinuity in 

addition to the factors of the relative closing time of the regulating device, air content, 

volumetric content of solid particles also influence such important factors as operating 

modes of PS, the contour of the pipeline route, the presence of check valves outlets [15]. 

Laboratory hydraulic researches of the “Sherabad” pumping station (PS) siphon outlet 

were carried out at the SRIIHP (Fig. 4). According to the project, the station has OPV-10-

185 pumps with a feed of 18m
3/s

 each, supplying water to individual pipelines with a 

diameter of 2.6m. 

The fluctuation level in the pressure pool reaches 1.5. The cross-sectional area of the 

siphon neck is equal to the cross-sectional area of the pipeline. 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Siphon outlet: project option, ecommended option. 

The siphon of the rectangular section, spending in the plan from the diameter of the 

pipeline 2.6m on the ridge up to 4 meter at the exit. The height of the longitudinal section 

varies from the diameter of the pipeline on the ridge to 5 meter at the exit. The slope of the 

downward branch is m=1.6, the taper angle is a=10
0
. The exit edge of the siphon is recessed 

below the minimum HWLP at 4.5m., the bottom is at 9.5m. 

The researches on the model showed  that the version of the siphon is turned on very 

slowly and not until the end. 

An air bag remains above the ridge, and approximately at the mark of the HWLP-an 

intense drum. The poor inclusion of the siphon can be explained mainly by the fact that the 

upper output edge of the siphon unnecessarily buried under the horizon of water and the 

stream overflows the ridge before taking the air out should drive it to a rather great depth. 

In the initial period of inclusion, when the water cushion is low in the descending branch of 

the siphon, and the pressure line in the pipeline is high, the stream flowing from the ridge 

receives rather higj speed before entering the water cushion, resulting in intensive aeration 

of the flow and vigorous removal of air to the outside. In the output of the descending 
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branch of the siphon, the water horizon rises, the pressure line in the pipeline decreases, the 

flow rate before entering the water cushion decreases, the ability to aerate it also decreases 

and the stream flowing from the ridge is unable to draw air to a great depth-full inclusion of 

the siphon is delayed for a long time or siphon does not turn on at all. 

When choosing a new form of siphon, proceeded from the position that the siphon 

outlet of the pumping station(PS)being a part of a unified system, work in other conditions 

than siphon spillways at hydroelectric power stations HEPS and their mode of operation has 

a significant impact on the operation of the pump[19,20]. If, in the siphon spillways, the 

intensive inclusion and wide range of operation is decisive which is sometimes achieved by 

reducing the consumption coefficient, then in the pumping station siphons, an increase of 

intensity  of the siphon inclusion should not lead to an increase of losses in the 

system[20,21]. It is necessary to look for a solution as much as possible the intensity of 

inclusion with minimal losses. 

The proposed form of the siphon is shown in Fig.4 as a solid line. In the plan the siphon 

has a constant width equal to the diameter of the pipeline. The length of the siphon is 

reduced by 4.5m. The height on the ridge is reduced so that the cross-sectional area remains 

equal to the cross-sectional area of the pipeline. The descending branch is made with the 

same slope m=1.6, the cone angle of the diffuser is-a=6
0
. 

The bottom of the outlet section of the siphon os raised by 2,5m. against the previous 

mark, the ceiling is deepened below the minimum water level by 1.0m. and then smoothly 

turns up and out by 0,5m.below the minimum water level of the headwater . The height of 

the section at the exit is 6,5m. In the extended outlet part of the siphon, two rows of 

springboards are installed to prevent the flow separation from the ceiling, for the ore 

uniform distribution of speeds at the exit. All turns in the siphon are outlined along radii 

creating minimal losses. 

The proposed version of the siphon when tested on the model was fully included at the 

maximum flow rate Q=18m
3
/s. at a water temperature 22

0
c. at lower cost, the air bag 

remained on the ridge. At lower water temperature (9
0
c), the siphon was turned on at all 

operating costs. 

When choosing the recommended form of narrowing of the siphon neck and the form of 

the descending branch on the intensity
 of its inclusion and loss in the system 

was determined, the effect 

of water temperature on the siphon operation with open and closed valves on losses in the 

system[18-19]. 

When you turn off the pump, water in the pipeline rushes in the opposite direction, 

causing the formation of a vacuum of greater magnitude than with direct current. The 

equality in the magnitude of the vacuum in the forward and reverse current increases due to 

a springboard. A local overpressure is formed on front of the springboard with a direct 

current of water , and a higher  vacuum as a result of the extraction of the stream. 

Water in an inclined part of the atmosphere pipe \, when a reserve flow of water in the 

pipeline begins, rises above the ridge of the atmosphere pipe, and begins to be sucked off 

the siphon. The siphon pumping water from the cavity of the atmosphere  pipe begins to 

suck a large amount of air through the open end of the atmosphere pipe and a small amount 

of water entering through the connecting pipe from the upper pool; as a result \, the vacuum 

in the siphon is broken and the reverse flow of water in the atmospheric tube and as low as 

possible, so that a strong jet of water , coming out of this tube during the shutdown period 

did not abstract  the passage of air from the open end of the atmosphere tube into the open 

end of the atmosphere tube into the siphon cavity at the cutting edge. 

The described HVBD was tested on the model of the Sherabad Piping station(P.S) 

(M=1:30 NV). The hydraulic shutter on the model works reliably in the given limits of 

fluctuation of the HWLP. Breakdown of the vacuum at reverse current starts at 25 seconds 
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after the beginning of the reverse flow of water (time is recalculated for natural conditions) 

and continues until the pipeline is completely empty. 

4 Conclusions and recommendations 

1. As a result of the carried out researches the necessity of improving the operation of the 

P.S siphon outlets with vacuum breakdown devices based on a scientific analysis of the 

current state of their operation has been justified. HVBD with new elements allow to 

expand the range of  their application on the siphon outlets of pump units(PU). 

2. New designs of HVBD are tested on the model of the Sherabad Pumping Station. Their 

implementation at large pumping units (PU)of the  Republic and the obtained positive 

effect proves the promise of scientific and constructive development. 
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